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Abstract 

It is well known that undesirable harmonic currents can occur in field control of induction 
motors. Switching component used in commutation and inversion processes. Rectification 
from AC power supply to DC power supply in general, it can generate undesirable current 
harmonics. These non-linear components cause intense currents Harmonics that may not be 
tolerated due to device shutdown or unacceptable power supply of the device. Most power 
electronics equipment works with AC power but has an intermediate DC link. Therefore, 
there is a great opportunity to promote power electronics applications by using AC to DC 
rectifiers that generate low power harmonic current of AC power supply. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Three-stage controlled rectifiers have a wide scope of applications, from little rectifiers to 
huge High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission frameworks. They are utilized for 
electro-substance process, numerous sorts of engine drives, footing hardware, controlled 
power supplies, and numerous other applications. In present day control hardware converters, 
a three-stage controlled converter is generally utilized particularly as a rectifier in interfacing 
flexible speed drives (ASD) and sustainable power source in electric utilities [1], [2]–[5]. 
Multi-beat AC to DC Conversion conspire. A twelve pulse and twenty-fourpulse staggered 
converter is being mimicked in a field arranged controlled acceptance model and complete 
consonant twisting is being diminished. A ton of endeavours have been performed to 
decrease consonant substance in the utility line flows of controlled converters [4]. 
Uninvolved channels have been utilized in numerous explores with various arrangements [6], 
however this procedure experiences massive, overwhelming channel components and here 
and there causes reverberation issues. Dynamic channels have been utilized in numerous 
investigates and it is by all accounts a fascinating choice, however this method experiences 
multifaceted nature and mind-boggling expense [5]. 

WORKING- 

Pulse number is characterized as the quantity of pulse in the dc yield voltage inside one 
timespan of the alternating source voltage. In high-control applications, AC-DC converters 
dependent on the idea of multi pulse, to be specific, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48 pulse are utilized to 
diminish the noises in alternating supply flows. These are named as multi pulse converters. 
They utilize either a diode connect or on the other hand thyristor connect, which is associated 
with uncommon game plan of crisscross transformer. This crisscross transformer likewise 
diminishes second harmonics.The Efficiency and solidarity information power factor at info 
mains. Harmonics decrease and managed yield voltage is acquired utilizing twelve pulse 
PWM rectifier. As the quantity of heartbeats expands consonant decrease will be better and 
subsequently a superior DC connection yield voltage is accomplished. Here we descried 
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symphonies decrease procedure in fig multi-beat converter utilizing uncontrolled and 
controlled rectifier. 

 

Fig.1 6 pulse converter 

RESULT 

 

From the results shown in the figure, the total harmonic distortion of the source current 
waveform is by using multi-pulse, it can be greatly reduced. Increase converter and number 
of pulses seen 6 pulse converter THD is 49%, 12 pulse converters, reduced to almost 7%, For 
a 24 pulse converter, it decreases to 7.22.%. Therefore, power quality issues can be 
concluded that it can be significantly reduced based on harmonics Use multi-pulse converter. 
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